Car stereo wire harness

This article explains how to identify wiring using a multimeter or simple light test. The other is
only hot when the ignition key is on, which prevents the radio from being left on after you've
taken the key out. In cases where a vehicle has a third power wire, it is used for a dimmer
function that's tied to the headlights and the dash light dimmer switch. The first power you'll
want to check for is the constant 12V wire, so set your multimeter to the appropriate scale,
connect the ground lead to a known good ground, and touch the other lead to each wire in the
speaker wire. When you find one that shows approximately 12V, you have found the constant
12V wire, which is also referred to as the memory wire. Most aftermarket head units will use a
yellow wire for this. After you have marked that wire and set it aside, turn the ignition switch on,
turn the headlights on, and turn the dimmer switch - if equipped - all the way up. If you find two
more wires that show approximately 12V, then turn the dimmer switch down and check again.
Most aftermarket head units usually use an orange wire or an orange wire with a white stripe for
this. The wire that still shows 12V is the accessory wire , which is usually red in aftermarket
wiring harnesses. If only one wire ever had power in this step, it is the accessory wire. With the
power wires marked and out of the way, you can move on to checking for the ground wire. If
you can't locate the ground wire visually, then the best way to locate the ground wire is with an
ohmmeter. You just have to connect the ohmmeter to a known good ground and then check
each of the wires in the car stereo harness for continuity. The one that shows continuity is your
ground, and you can move on. Figuring out the speaker wires can be a little more complicated.
If the remaining wires are in pairs, where one is a solid color and the other is the same color
with a line, then each pair typically goes to the same speaker. You can test this by connecting
one wire in the pair to one end of your AA battery and the other end to the other terminal. If you
hear a sound come from one of the speakers, then you have identified where those wires go,
and you can repeat the process for the other three pairs. In order to be absolutely certain, you
have to actually look at the speaker when you trigger it. If the cone appears to move inward,
then you have the polarity reversed. This is a longer process, but it works just the same. Jeremy
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connect all your audio and video components for high-quality playback by ordering a factory
vehicle wiring harness that matches your make and model. Every car stereo system requires a
good wiring harness to experience the highest-quality playback and sound. These electrical
components contain a variety of wires, connectors and terminals that relay power and
information throughout the vehicle. We are an authorized internet retailer of Metra Electronics ,
Access, Audison, Cruz and other car audio companies that are known for their factory
integration products. Our inventory includes wiring harness products to fit every major vehicle
on the road today. Aftermarket car wire adapters provide the additional connection points and
electric power capabilities to run a variety of high-end receivers and amplifiers. Use the
OnlineCarStereo. We also sell direct OEM car wiring harness replacements if you simply need to
switch out a damaged harness. Adding these harnesses that are made to exact factory specs
will get your stereo, power windows and other electrical parts working like new again. Since ,
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shopping experience. Everything we sell is backed by a day guarantee. Quickly connect a new
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order anytime, risk free Or, call us for alternatives at Vehicle Wiring Harness Every car stereo
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you make the correct selection. Retain Steering Wheel Controls. Easy to install with an
aftermarket radio, easy to program with our auto detect feature. Replace Factory Radio. Remove
that featureless factory radio and install an aftermarket radio with Axxess's radio replacement
interfaces and harnesses. Add Remote Start. Cut down in installation time with Axxess's remote
start vehicle specific harnesses. Add Cameras to Factory Radio. Stay aware of your
surroundings and improve safety by adding cameras to your existing factory screen. Add Amp
to Factory Radio. Get the sound quality you're looking for by adding aftermarket amplifiers to
your factory radio with Axxess's Add-n-amp option. Device Connection. Stay safe and
connected while driving by installing an Axxess connectivity interface and mobility products.
Digital Signal Processor. Upgrade your sound, keep your factory radio and retain your functions
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on a reverse camera, an HDMI input for smart device mirroring, and more. More Videos. Video
Walkthrough Retain Factory Steering Wheel Controls with ASWC-1 The interface will auto-detect
the vehicle and aftermarket radio, then automatically set-up the controls - saving you valuable
time on every install. Become a Dealer Learn More. The picture below shows the wiring color
codes for a CEA aftermarket radio harness that is included with most radios. You Are
essentially continuing the flow of an electrical circuit when your connecting a wiring harness for
your stereo. Crimp caps are pretty easy to find at your local parts shop, even at your local car
audio shop. Soldering is a bit more difficult, your using a soldering iron that gets extremely hot
to melt led free solder onto your wiring connection. I promise this is easier than it sounds.
Heres a quick video with a pretty in depth explanation of wiring a harness. Pay attention to how
neat he keeps his wires, this is important. Keeping your wiring neat can help to kill the chance
of wires shorting out. This wiring harness adapter that you need is specific to the year, make
and model of your vehicle. The cool thing is that it also follows the same CEA wiring color
codes that are shown in the picture above. So all you need to do is to connect them by
matching them color to color. However, there are a few pieces of information you need to know
in order to find out. You know them very wellâ€¦. They all have to do with your vehicle and the
options it may or may not have. If you answered yes to number 5 then you wont need a radio
harness more than likely. Generally shops use a wiring harness to install aftermarket radios
assuming there is a harness on the market for that vehicle. If you answered yes to number 4
then youll need a special ha
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rness that provides a low level signal to your factory amplifier. You may not know you have an
amplifier, or a factory subwoofer. If you are looking to find a wiring harness for your specific
vehicle, I recommend using this easy vehicle fit-guide source. All you have to do is to enter your
vehicle information and they show you everything you need! If you have any questions you can
contact us by sending us a message on Facebook. Its pretty frequent that we get customers
that have audio issues due to factory amplifier or speaker mishaps that require an amp [â€¦]. We
received this article from a car audio fan and long time fan of 4AG. Car thieves will break into
almost any [â€¦]. Home recording studios have come a long way, and digital recording software
is now powerful enough to allow all musicians to make [â€¦]. A subwoofer is a speaker designed
to play low-frequency sounds, and is often responsible for the low thumping bass that can be
[â€¦]. Are Radio wiring Harnesses Easy To install?

